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Living in the western United States entails a certain 
familiarity with the spectacle of wildfires.  Several 
geographic regions of the world find themselves particularly 
prone to these events, with the grand expanse of the 
American West being one of the dominant environments in 
which this natural phenomenon occurs.  I first became 
interested in wildfires when I re-located to Arizona from the 
east coast a little more than a decade ago.  As a photographer 
much of my initial engagement of this subject was visual, 
but I was equally drawn to the power and context of these 
events over a longer period of time and across diverse 
landscapes.  Along these lines I commenced a documentary 
photographic series that ultimately aims to provide a broader 
understanding visually and narratively of wildland fires and 
also the forces that surround them.   

Currently I have traveled throughout California, Oregon, 
Arizona, and New Mexico photographing locations and 
persons connected to wildland fires.  Eventually all of the 
western United States including Alaska and also British 
Columbia will be featured in the project so that the most 
expansive vision of this subject matter might be recorded 
and presented.  I also photograph with a large format view 
camera that produces an 8 x 10 inch negative.  This very 
large piece of film is capable of producing extreme 
enlargements with immense detail and I chose to initially 
utilize this piece of equipment for the wildfire pictures as an 
expression of my desire to record as much information as 
physically possible and also engage the subject with the 
greatest depth and seriousness.  The very slow process of 
assembling the camera and composing a scene with it 
necessitates a more studious and intent approach for crafting 
each image.  When portraiture is involved, this pacing also 
establishes more of a relationship between the sitter and the 
photographer as the possibility of taking snapshots or 
quickly releasing the shutter is non-existent.  There is also 
something magical to shrouding oneself in a dark cloth and 
viewing the ground glass (roughly equivalent to the size of a 

person’s face) in reverse and upside down, which is still how 
operators of this equipment have been seeing the world for 
the past one hundred and seventy years. This heightened 
concentration also allows myself to become better 
acquainted with individual fire sites as I am required to 
explore them thoroughly and patiently before I might even 
begin photographing, most often allotting a single negative 
per location.   

Another benefit of working with the 8 x 10 camera is that 
when someone encounters the large prints they are in a way 
transported to the site itself.  Physically experiencing these 
locations has allowed me to gain a greater understanding of 
the power of wildfires, and my hope is that in the larger 
viewing format the audience will as well.  One facet of the 
project is the return to areas that remain affected by fires 
long after the media and press have ran their headlines.  The 
subtleties of re-forestation or of nature re-generating itself 
are best witnessed after having traveled to sites of fires 
ranging from in progress, to a few days, months, years, and 
even decades later.  Take for instance the devastating 
Tillamook Burn of 1933-51.   350,000 acres of prime 
Northwestern Oregon forestland were charred in relation to 
logging accidents, and evidence of this ruined landscape was 
widespread across the region well into the 1970’s.  While 
most people believed that they would never see the forest 
evolve beyond this state within their lifetimes, the largest 
volunteer and re-seeding effort ever organized in the nation 
eventually brought the environment back to life.  Today the 
entire Tillamook State forest has re-generated and while it 
will still take centuries to restore its Douglas Firs to their 
formerly massive height, this fire is both a display of the 
sheer force of nature as well as humanity’s ability to adapt to 
and learn from it, attested to by the creation of the Tillamook 
Sate Forest Interpretive Center.    

Seventy-five percent of all wildland fires are ignited 
naturally as a consequence of lightning, but contemporary 



human beings have greatly affected the occurrence and 
extent of these fires in several ways.  Besides the obvious 
cases of arson, the migration out of the suburbs and further 
and further into the wildland urban interface has signaled an 
era of suppressing natural fires in order to protect the lives 
and property of people.  According to experts such as Jim 
Paxon, the Chief Information Officer on the 500,000 acre 
2002 Rodeo-Chediski fire, “mega-fires” are only growing 
more extreme and catastrophic as a result of these and 
related factors.   Still, there are some actions aimed at 
restoring the natural balance of fuel (dry vegetation) and 
healthy landscape, such as the intentional setting of 
prescribed burns.  In Yosemite National Park for instance, 
officials routinely set these fires at the extreme beginning 
and end of the wildfire season to clear out dangerous 
undergrowth and mimic the approximately 16,000 acres the 
park should lose to natural fires each year.  The scale of the 
controlled burns falls short of this figure but nonetheless 
represents a positive sign that we are learning from nature’s 
own intrinsic cycles. 

As we are well aware, people also find themselves at the 
center of wildfires with respect to both their homes as well 
as their own personal safety.  In May of this year I drove 
down the Pacific coast from San Francisco to Santa Cruz, 
CA and the small community of Bonny Doon, where in June 
2008 the “Martin Fire” had threatened local businesses, 
vineyards, and residences along the fire’s perimeter.  More 
than a dozen structures were lost, and had Steve Sohl and 
Ryan Koch not chosen to ignore an evacuation notice, their 
property would have been similarly destroyed.  Steve, Ryan 
and a friend fought off the blaze as it approached and 
quickly spread onto their land.  Working through the night 

and fending off the flames with techniques such as putting 
out spot fires with pales of pool water and Ryan dislocating 
his finger while punching through his house’s outside wall to 
reach the burning materials inside, the men were able to save 
their houses.  It is important to note that the team always had 
an escape plan though and that their efforts were skillfully, if 
not hurriedly carried out in tandem.  Some structural burning 
was still recorded on the property including damage to the 
exterior of Steve’s RV, Ryan’s bungalow, and the gutters of 
Bob Sohl’s house, Steve’s father who also lives there.  The 
neighbors and other surrounding locations were not as lucky 
however and experienced a total loss of their homes and 
connected buildings, including the work shed next to Steve’s 
which contained an acetylene tank that dramatically 
combusted.  Bob had warned the local sheriff and district 
attorney two weeks prior to the incident that the amount of 
overgrowth in the area (which also contains an ecological 
preserve) was a “powder keg waiting to explode” but 
regardless, no efforts were undertaken.  Hopefully, a local 
lesson has been learned in the case of Bonny Doon, but for 
the greater sake of the future to come, we could all stand to 
educate ourselves further as to what actions might prevent 
additional loss in human terms, but also in relation to the 
health of our environment.  Nature has a way of achieving a 
balance that routinely doesn’t align itself with our own 
interests, but, if we have any concern for ourselves and the 
spaces we occupy, we best learn, as in the end we are always 
at the mercy of the natural world. 
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For more information on The West Is Burning, visit 
www.jimsienkiewicz.com

  

 

 


